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We arry out a detail study of ellipti ows in Au-Au ollisions at 200 AGeV in a quark ombination
model. We nd that ellipti ow data for a variety of hadrons an be well reprodued exept pions if
onstituent quarks with equal parallel transverse momenta ombine into initially produed hadrons.
In a ombination mehanism where initial hadrons are formed by quarks with unequal parallel
transverse momenta, theoretial preditions agree with data for all available hadrons inluding
pions. The mass hierarhy at low transverse momenta in ellipti ows an be understood in the
same quark ombination mehanism as in the mediate range of transverse momenta.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ellipti ow is one of the most important observables in ultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions, whih arries a
lot of information about the initial state of the dense matter [1, 2, 3, 4℄. The ellipti ow v2 for a hadron is dened
as the oeient of the term cos 2φ in the Fourier expansion of the invariant dierential ross setion E d
3N
d3P
, where φ
is the azimuthal angle of the hadron momentum in the transverse plane [5, 6℄. The E877 ollaboration rst measured
the anisotropi ow in heavy ion ollisions at AGS energies. In reent years, a thorough experimental study of ellipti
ows for various hadrons has been taken at relativisti heavy ion ollider (RHIC) energies. The ellipti ows as
funtions of entrality, pseudorapidity and transverse momentum have been measured. Various theoretial models
have been proposed to desribe data, suh as oalesene or reombination models [7, 8, 9, 10℄, transport models
[11, 12, 13℄, and hydrodynami models [14, 15, 16℄ et..
A salient feature of v2(pT ) at mediate transverse momenta pT is the quark number saling, i.e. when both v2 and
pT resaled by the onstituent quark number nq of the hadron, the ellipti ow is a universal funtion of pT for all
hadrons. The quark number saling of the ellipti ow and the abnormal ratio of baryons to mesons at mediate pT
support the quark reombination mehanism in hadron formation. However, at small transverse momenta pT the
quark number saling is not obvious, instead, there is a dierent struture the so-alled mass hierarhy [17℄ in data.
In hydrodynami models, the mass hierarhy arises from radial ows whih are hadron masses [15℄ dependent. But
hydrodynami models annot desribe ellipti ow data at mediate and high pT . The mass hierarhy struture of
v2(pT ) for harged pions and kaons and protons/anti-protons has been reprodued by a multi-phase transport model
[18℄. In the large pT range of about 10 GeV/, Ref. [19, 20, 21℄ have desribed the global behavior of v2(pT ) for some
hadrons in ombination mehanism, but the mass hierarhy of v2(pT ) for various hadrons at low pT has not been
fully ompared with experiment data or reprodued within oalesene/reombination models. Ref. [22, 23℄ and some
models have given several possible origins of the mass hierarhy, however, we show deay is one of the most important
reasons and give another explanation for the mass hierarhy. In this paper, we arry out a detail study of ellipti ows
in a quark ombination model in the whole pT range with a speial fous on the mass hierarhy or ne struture at
low pT . We will show that the ne struture of ellipti ows an be well desribed in the quark ombination piture
provided initially produed hadrons and resonane deays are treated separately and properly.
II. QUARK COMBINATION MODEL
All kinds of hadronization models demand themselves, onsiously or not, satisfy rapidity or momentum orrelation
for quarks in the neighborhood of phase spae. The essene of this orrelation is its agreement with the fundamental
requirement of QCD whih uniquely determines the quark ombination rule [24, 25℄. Aording to QCD, a qq may
be in a olor otet or a singlet whih means a repulsive or an attrative interation between them. The smaller the
dierene in rapidity for two quarks is, the longer the interation time is. So there is enough time for a qq to be in a
olor singlet and form a meson. Similarly, a qq an be in a sextet or an anti-triplet. If its nearest neighbor is a q in
rapidity, they form a baryon. If the neighbor is a q, beause the attration strength of the singlet is two times that
of the anti-triplet, qq will win the ompetition to form a meson and leave a q alone.
2Figure 1: The v2(pT ) spetra for nal state anti-proton from Eq. (1) (dashed line) and (2) (solid line). The sub-diagram in the
upper-left orner shows urves of Eq. (1) (dashed line) and (2) (solid line).
We have developed a variant of the quark ombination model (QCM) based on a simple quark ombination rule
[24, 25℄ inorporating the above QCD requirements. The avor SU(3) symmetry with strangeness suppression in the
yields of initially produed hadrons is fullled in our QCM [24, 26℄. Using our QCM, we have desribed most of
multipliity data for hadrons in eletron-positron and proton-proton/anti-proton ollisions [24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30℄.
Also we solved a diulty faing other QCMs in desribing the TASSO data for baryon-antibaryon orrelation in
eletron-positron ollisions: they an be suessfully explained by our QCM [25, 30℄. Our QCM an also ombine
with the olor ow piture [31℄ to desribe the hadroniztion of multiparton states [32, 33, 34℄. We have extended our
QCM to reprodue the reent RHIC data for hadron multipliities and pT spetra [35℄.
In this paper we present a detail analysis of v2(pT ) in the whole pT range based on our QCM. We put partiular
emphasis on the low pT region where the ellipti ow data for various hadrons show non-trivial ne struture. Our
treatment of ellipti ows is dierent from other oalesene or reombination models [19, 20℄. We extrat v2,q(pT ) for
quarks as input from tting the experiment data of various hadrons. So we an onstrut ellipti ows for all initially
produed hadrons from v2,q(pT ) for quarks in our QCM. Then we let all resonanes deay by using the deay program
of the event generator PYTHIA [36℄ to obtain ellipti ows for nal state hadrons. One advantage of using PYTHIA
to deal with deays is that all available deay hannels are overed. Here we only take into aount light quarks in
hadronization. In entral Au-Au ollisions at 200 AGeV, the yield of harm hadrons is about 28 in the whole rapidity
range [37℄. So harm quarks are negligible ompared to light quarks in v2(pT ) for nal state hadrons.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to desribe data of ellipti ows, only those quarks with ollinear momenta are allowed to ombine into
hadrons, beause the ombination of onstituent quarks in dierent momentum diretions would lead to large invariant
masses whih are o-mass-shell for most hadrons. To desribe data in entral rapidity, we hoose the rapidity range
y ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] for hadrons in our alulation. We also assume that quarks and antiquarks of a same avor have the
the same v2,q(pT ). Considering that the oalesene or reombination models work very well at mediate pT , we fous
our study on ellipti ows at low pT whih have not been well investigated in ombination-like models. We assume
three ollinear ombination strategies, the naive sheme with equal pT ombination and the same v2,q(pT ) for quarks
of all avors, the modied naive sheme with equal pT ombination and a dierent v2,q(pT ) for strange quarks from
light quarks, and the sheme with dierent pT ombination.
3Figure 2: The v2(pT ) spetra for diretly produed (upper panel) and nal state (lower panel) hadrons from Eq. (2).
A. Naive ombination sheme
In this sheme, all u, d and s quarks are assumed to have the same v2q(pT ) spetrum. The quarks with equal pT
ombine into hadrons. Our input is based on
v
(0)
2q (pT ) = 0.078 tanh(1.59pT − 0.27) (1)
for quarks given in Ref. [38℄ by tting the proton data. Hereafter the unit of pT is GeV. We make two improvements,
one is that the deay ontributions have been subtrated, the other is that the negative part of v
(0)
2q (pT ) inonsistent
to data and to the expeted quadrati behavior [22, 39℄ at small pT (see the dashed line in Fig. 1) is orreted to be
positive. The improved v2,q(pT ) is given by
v2,q(pT ) = 0.256p
3
T , 0 ≤ pT ≤ 0.365,
v2,q(pT ) = 0.078 tanh[1.45(pT − 0.25)], pT > 0.365. (2)
Note that onsidering the ontinuity of the Eq. (2), we adopt the p3T instead of the p
2
T form. The dierene resulted
from the two funtion forms at low pT range an be negleted for the oeient of p
3
T or p
2
T is adjustable. One sees
that the data for antiprotons are well reprodued at small pT with the above input, see the solid line in Fig. 1.
Moreover it an t all hadron data exept pions as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2. Note that in gures following
Fig. 2 the order of urves from left to right is the same that of data for various hadrons. The STAR data in Fig. 1
are taken from Ref. [17℄. In Fig. 1 and 2, the PHENIX data are taken from Ref. [40℄. In Fig. 2, the data for K0S and
Λ+Λ are from Ref. [41℄, the data for Ξ− +Ξ
+
and Ω− +Ω
+
are from Ref. [42℄, and the data for kaons are from Ref.
[17℄.
In the naive ombination sheme, diretly produed mesons and baryons have the same ellipti ows v2,M (pT ) =
2v2,q(pT /2) and v2,B(pT ) = 3v2,q(pT /3) respetively, regardless of their masses and speies. Comparing the upper and
4Figure 3: The v2(pT ) spetra for diretly produed (upper panel) and nal state (lower panel) hadrons from Eq. (3).
lower panels of Fig. 2, one observes that the v2(pT ) urve for the hadron i shifts somewhere in the left depending on
how muh the deay ontributions the hadron has. One sees that the ne struture of v2(pT ) for hadrons at small pT
results from deay ontributions. But for pions it is not enough to reprodue the data by only inluding the deays,
one has to take into aount other eets. We will address this issue in the modied naive ombination sheme in the
next subsetion.
B. Modied naive ombination sheme
In this sheme, we take into aount that v2,q(pT ) for strange quarks is dierent from light quarks. The dierene
is mainly at small pT sine the quark mass eets barely inuene the magnitude of v2(pT ) at mediate pT , see the
attahed gure in the upper-left orner in the upper panel of Fig. 3. Note that Ref. [19, 20℄ also inlude the strange-
light dierene. We know that the strongly oupled quark-gluon-plasma produed at RHIC is relativisti uid, then
we an assume that the average transverse momenta for u, d and s quarks are proportional to their average energies,
<pT>u,d
<pT >s
≈
<E>u,d
<E>s
. Based on this relation, we modify v2,q(pT ) for u, d and s quarks as,
v2,i(pT ) = 0.256(pT/αi)
3, 0 ≤ pT /αi ≤ 0.365,
v2,i(pT ) = 0.078 tanh[1.45(pT/αi − 0.25)], pT /αi > 0.365. (3)
where i = u, d, s and αi is given by
αu,d =
2 < E >u,d
< E >u,d + < E >s
≈ 0.94,
αs =
2 < E >s
< E >u,d + < E >s
≈ 1.12. (4)
5Figure 4: The v2(pT ) spetra for nal state hadrons are given in the upper panel. The v2(pT ) spetra saled by onstituent
quark number are given in the lower panel. The theoretial urves are results in the unequal momentum ombination sheme.
Figure 5: The v2(pT ) spetra for φ mesons in three ombination shemes.
6where the average values of quark energies an be approximated as 〈E〉f ≈
√
m2f + 〈p
2
T 〉 with onstituent quark
mass mf for the avor f (mu,d = 0.34 GeV, ms = 0.5 GeV) and with
〈
p2T
〉
given by the distribution f(pT ) =
(p2.3T + p
0.2
T +1)
−3.0
from Ref. [35℄. Here we have implied the entral rapidity y ≈ 0 in estimating the average energy.
Based on the input for quark ellipti ows in Eq. (3), v2(pT ) for meson and baryon are written as
v2,M (pT ) ≈ v2,i(pT /2) + v2,j(pT /2),
v2,B(pT ) ≈ v2,i(pT /3) + v2,j(pT /3) + v2,k(pT /3), (5)
with i, j denote the onstituent quarks in the meson M and i, j, k denote those in the baryon B. Therefore the v2(pT )
urves for hadrons with the same avor ontent are idential. The results in this ombination sheme are shown in
Fig. 3. In ontrast to Fig. 2, the v2(pT ) urves for diretly produed hadrons split aording to their avor ontents
and lead to even larger splittings for nal state hadrons. The pion urve is partially improved but not enough to
math the data. For other hadrons, the agreement between theoretial preditions and data is satisfatory. Although
tuning αu,d to a smaller value would make pion urve t the data, the ne struture of v2(pT ) for other hadrons
prevent them from splitting too muh. The results show that in the quark ombination mehanism the quark mass
eet and resonane deays partially aount for the ne struture of v2(pT ) for nal state hadrons. In ontrast to
the hydro-model interpretation of dierenes among hadron v2(pT ) as hadron mass eets, the mass eets at the
quark level is partially responsible for suh dierenes in the quark ombination piture. To identify the mass eets
of strange quarks and light quarks, a better way is to measure and ompare v2(pT ) for φ and K
∗
in experiments.
C. Unequal pT ombination sheme
As shown in Fig. 3, it is still not enough to reprodue the pion data by inluding resonane deays and the quark
mass eet. In order to better t the pion data together with all other hadrons, we relax in this sheme the onstraint
that quarks with equal pT ombine into hadrons by allowing unequal pT ombination. The unequal pT ombination
is more general than the equal one whih an be regarded as a speial ase of the former. Sine the ombination
ondition is hanged, we then start with a dierent form of v2,q(pT ) for quarks from that in the equal pT ombination
shemes,
v2,q(pT ) = 0.286p
4
T , 0 ≤ pT ≤ 0.525, (6)
v2,q(pT ) = 0.11 tanh[1.6(pT − 0.4)], pT > 0.525. (7)
The results for hadron v2(pT ) are shown in Fig. 4. The initial hadrons with the same avor ontents have an idential
urve. One sees in the upper panel that the pion urve agrees with data very well. Note that Ref. [38℄ reprodues
the pion data after taking into aount the momentum distribution of hadrons, a similar strategy to ours, and Ref.
[43℄ takes into aount the resonane deay ontribution to pions. In ontrast, we give the results for other hadrons
also t the data besides pions. The main dierene from the equal pT ombination sheme is that v2(pT ) spetra for
hadrons at mediate pT split into two groups (of mesons and baryons), i.e. there is no exat quark number saling,
but theoretial preditions are still within the error bars. More preise measurements are needed to distinguish the
two ombination shemes in the mediate pT range. Obviously the ne struture of v2(pT ) at low pT is a joint eet
of resonane deays, the quark mass dierene in v2,q(pT ) and unequal pT ombination. The reason that the unequal
pT ombination works well at low and mediate pT lies in the fat that it splits the spetra for dierent hadrons at the
ost of slightly spoiling the quark number saling. But the data are not sensitive to suh a violation of the saling.
In Fig. 5, we give the preditions for φ mesons in three ombination shemes. The agreement with reent STAR
data is satisfatory [44℄. In all of our alulations, we neglet the inuene of hadron re-sattering on v2(pT ), same as
in Ref. [38℄.
IV. SUMMARY
We use quark ombination model to study ellipti ows for diretly produed hadrons before resonant deays and
the nal state hadrons. Espeially we have investigated the ne struture of ellipti ows at small pT . We nd the
ombination mehanism works very well in desribing ellipti ow data in low pT as well as in mediate pT regime.
In the sheme with equal pT ombination and equal input funtion for v2,q(pT ) for light and strange quarks, the
data for all hadrons an be well reprodued exept pions, where the ne struture an be understood by the deay
ontributions. Taking into aount the mass eet of the input funtion v2,q(pT ) for light and strange quarks and
assuming unequal pT ombination, the overall agreement between our preditions and all available data for hadrons
7inluding pions are satisfatory. The deay ontributions and the mass eet of the input funtion v2,q(pT ) for quarks
play important roles. The diretly produed hadrons with the same avor ontent have an idential v2(pT ) spetrum,
whih is an obvious feature of the quark ombination mehanism.
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